
Madina Rug, 20 X 30cm
(swatch)

£15 Regular

£13 Membership

Sizes
7.8 x 11.8” (Swatch)

Product details

Woven tones of pale blues and cream give this
traditional hand-knotted rug a soft look that
would slot seamlessly into one of Babington
House's bedrooms. Woven in India by skilled
craftsmen, the wool-blend rug will instantly add
colour, texture and warmth to any room.

•  Wool-blend rug
•  Tones of pale blues and cream
•  Traditional hand-knotted rug
•  Inspired by Babington House

Dimensions

Product dimensions: H20 x W30 x D1cm / H7" x W11"
x D0.4"

Product weight: 0.25kg / 0.6lbs
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Details

Care instructions: Vacuum regularly on a low
setting. Do not use heavy duty
vacuums. Blot spills Immediately with a soft, dry
cloth, spot clean
with mild soap if needed; occasional professional
cleaning may be
required. Do not dry clean. If loose end appears,
do not pull;
Instead clip with scissors and tie a knot at the
loose ends. Avoid
direct exposure to sunlight. Rotate rug
occasionally to equalize
wear, if the rug gets wet, place it on a flat
surface to dry. Store
your rug by rolling, and wrap with cloth for
protection. Rug pad
recommended. with a soft, dry cloth, spot clean
with mild soap if
needed; occasional professional cleaning may be
required. Do not
dry clean. If loose end appears, do not pull;
Instead clip with
scissors and tie a knot at the loose ends. Avoid
direct exposure to
sunlight. Rotate rug occasionally to equalize
wear, if the rug gets
wet, place it on a flat surface to dry. Store your
rug by rolling,
and wrap with cloth for protection. Rug pad
recommended.
Composition: 47% Cotton, 34% Wool, 16% Polyester,
3% Viscose
Pile: Wool
Rug style: Classic
Technique: Hand Knotted
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